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(57) Abstract:
Provided is a device affixed body that is able to manage the distribution of devices that can be attached to a mainframe. The device affixed body (56 88 122 etc.) which is affixed to a device is used in manufacturing operation machinery provided with: a device (22 24 50 etc.) necessary for performing the manufacturing operation; a mainframe to which the device is attached; and a control device (70 270) that controls the device. The device affixed body is configured in a manner so that a recognition information recording body (78 96 etc.) wherein recognition information for the device to be recognized by the control device is recorded is mounted to the main body of the device affixed body. By means of such a configuration only devices to which a device affixed body mounted with the recognition information recording body has been affixed can be controlled by the control device. In other words it is possible to manage the distribution of devices by managing the distribution of device affixed bodies.
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